
DAILY HOMEWORK OF CLASS 4 
Date 14/08/2020 
 
WRITE:- 
************ 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 
Revision 
 
1. All definitions of chapter pronoun with examples.  
 
(In home work copy) 
 
************* 
 
English literature  
 
Write: Write each word 2 times  (Hard Words continuation) 
9.Horrified   10.Tragedy 
11.Premature 
12.Boisterous 
13.Strain 
14.Interrogated 
15.Ordeal. 
 
************* 
 
Maths  
************ 
Solve exercise 12. Que.no. (5)in c.w copy and 6 to 9 in register. 
 
 
************ 
Video Chapter 4 Addition and Subtraction part 22 
************ 
 
 
 SCIENCE 
 
Chapter 4- where animals live-in Adaptation  
 Write 
Do HOTS in your C. W copy with the help of videos from school channel 
 
************ ** 
videos-where animals live-in Adaptation part 7 
************* 
 
Social studies:- 
Chapter 4 Plateaus of India  
Write in fair copy ( continuation)  
Q5. Write difference on the basis of food , dresses, and occupation between the people in the north- western and north _ eastern 
part of the Peninsular Plateau. 
Ans5._ North - Western Part___ 
Food - main food is rice , fish , pulses and vegetables. 
Dresses - Men wear dhoti , shirt and Red turban .Women wear saries. 
Occupation - farming 
North - Eastern Part 
Food - main food is rice , pulses and vegetables 



Dresses - Men wear dhoti- kurta women wear saries. 
Occupation - Farming , Mining , textile weaving and silver work . 
Hots on new page 
Q1. Why have factories been set up in a plateau reagion ? 
Ans. Plateaus are rich source of minerals which  maximum industries need as raw material. So proximity to raw materials industries 
are set up in plateau region. 
 
************** 
Video : Plateaus of India part 4 
************* 
Computer 
Chapter 2 Revision 
Write in register 
Q 1 Which is the most popular operating system of Microsoft windows?  
************* 
Video - Chapter 2 ( Part 1,2) 
************ 

             

   - 4      औ  वचन  

 

१-                  

××××××××××××××××××××××××××××× 

Video--      औ  वचन (    १) 

×××××××××××××××××××××××××××× 
 
 
Learn 
************** 
ENG Lang:- 
Learn written work 
 
Lit:- Learn spellings given above and Revise chapter 1,2,3,4&6 for Test. 
 
Maths:-Learn table of 15 
 
Science:-Learn written work. 
 
S.st:- written work 
 
Computer:-Learn the same work 
 

Hindi:-२-                      


